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Common Sense Doesn’t Support Common Ownership Hypothesis
By Sean Collins
Would it surprise you that your savings in mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs)—including in your individual retirement
account (IRA) or 401(k)—pose anticompetitive concerns, possibly harming consumers by driving up the prices of goods and
services? Seems odd, right? But it’s a notion put forth by some academics and it’s been picked up by regulators too.[1] When you
look at the diversified portfolios of these funds, which people use to save for their most important goals, this idea just doesn’t add up.
The idea, called common ownership, goes something like this.
To meet its investment objectives, each fund will typically hold an array of investments including, let’s say, both United and
Southwest Airlines. You might see both airline stocks in the portfolios of mutual funds investing in mid-cap equities, and both
would certainly be included in the holdings of an S&P 500 index fund—a very popular investment choice for American savers. If
your fund holds both United and Southwest, your fund is an owner in common for the two airlines (i.e., a “common owner”).
But how does common ownership—the presence of a common owner—drive up airline ticket prices? Normally, one would
assume airlines such as United and Southwest will compete vigorously for travelers’ business. But the common ownership idea
hypothesizes that because your fund—a common owner—owns stock in both airlines, the two airlines will compete less
intensely, driving up airline ticket prices.[2]
Why, you might ask, does the fact that my fund holds both United and Southwest encourage them to compete less? Well,
common ownership posits that executives at United realize that some of their stockholders—your fund—also own stock in
Southwest (this can be determined from publicly available data). United executives surmise that their shareholders—including
your fund and others like it—will prefer that, and will benefit if, United doesn’t compete vigorously with Southwest. Similarly,
Southwest executives assume that some of their stockholders—your fund—also own stock of United and thus will benefit if
Southwest does not compete vigorously with United.
But why would my fund benefit if United and Southwest compete less? Well, common ownership posits that, if United competes
vigorously, it will take customers away from Southwest, lowering Southwest’s profits and stock price, which will harm United’s
stockholders (your fund, because it holds both Southwest and United). The same kind of thing happens if Southwest competes
vigorously against United. Common ownership asserts that if United and Southwest compete less intensely, ticket prices for both
airlines will rise, driving up their profits and stock prices. You benefit because your fund (the common owner) holds both stocks.
Some take this idea seriously.[3] In fact, they believe novel and extreme measures—forced stock sales, caps on stock holdings,
prescribed allocations of stocks to certain investors, or forgoing the right to vote proxies—are needed to prevent the supposed harms
of common ownership.[4] Imagine your fund being limited to holding only Southwest. Imagine this applying to other companies and
industries—such as banks or cereal makers—where one fund could hold only one company in an industry.
What would that mean for fund investors? For one thing, your funds’ holdings could become less diversified, creating avoidable risks.
Funds might have to fundamentally alter their investments and strategies. If no fund can hold both United and Southwest and you
wanted exposure to both companies, you might now have to purchase multiple funds.
How index funds would operate under these types of limits is totally unclear. Many broad-based index funds are likely to hold both
United and Southwest (or, say, banks such as JPMorgan Chase and Bank of America) because those stocks are in the funds’ target
indexes. Index funds cannot just choose to drop stocks in their target indexes from their portfolios. In addition, an actively managed
fund could be in an untenable situation if it is not allowed to buy a stock that is consistent with its investment objective and strategy
and that the fund manager believes is in the interests of the fund’s shareholders. In such a world, some funds presumably would

have to change their objectives and strategies, or shut down and liquidate—to the detriment of the more than 100 million Americans
that own mutual funds and ETFs.

Do the Data Support the Common Ownership Hypothesis?
How strong is the empirical evidence—the data—supporting common ownership?
Proponents of common ownership have studied markets such as airline tickets and retail bank accounts, interpreting their evidence
as indicating that common ownership significantly raises prices of these items.[5]
However, other researchers have challenged such evidence, citing issues such as problems with the hypothesis and with the
statistical methods used to test the hypothesis, data errors, and lack of evidence for the hypothesis across a broad range of
industries or across time.[6] Overall, it’s fair to say that the evidence supporting common ownership is, at best, mixed and, at worst,
deeply flawed.

Would Common Owners Really Benefit from Weaker Competition?
But even if one assumes common ownership effects are real and present, would common owners—such as fund shareholders—
really benefit? That’s far from clear, as two related examples show.
Example 1: Investors in Diversified Funds Might See Very Tiny Benefits from Common Ownership
Suppose all airlines simultaneously raise their ticket prices by 4 percent.[7] Would that boost the return on a well-diversified fund,
such as an S&P 500 index fund? At most, it would only be a very small amount.
For example, suppose (generously but unrealistically) that the 4 percent rise in airline ticket prices doesn’t reduce the demand for
tickets. In that case, the 4 percent increase drops to the airlines’ bottom line, perhaps raising their stock prices by 4 percent.[8]
Currently, the weight of airline stocks in the S&P 500 is 0.20 percent.
Under these circumstances, a 4 percent increase in airline ticket prices would translate into a 0.008 percent increase in the S&P 500
index (4% x 0.20%). It’s unlikely that diversified investors would feel much benefit from that, especially considering that it would be
swamped by daily variation in the return on the S&P 500 index, which in recent years has been more than 100 times greater.[9]
And it’s more than likely that a rise in airline ticket prices would reduce the demand for airline travel. Precisely how much is difficult to
say, but a reasonable estimate might be that a 4 percent increase in prices would cause demand to fall by half that amount, or 2
percent.[10] In that case, the potential benefits that common ownership might convey to a diversified investor would be even smaller.
A 4 percent rise in ticket prices would be somewhat offset by a 2 percent fall in demand, perhaps leaving airlines revenues and stock
prices 2 percent higher. That might result in an increase in the return on the S&P 500 of just 0.004 percent (2% x 0.20%).
Example 2: In Fact, Investors in Diversified Funds Might Be Harmed If Airlines Raised Ticket Prices
But the analysis can’t stop there. Diversified funds typically hold an array of companies besides airlines. And the drop in demand for
air travel might harm some of these other companies.
For instance, if demand for air travel falls, the demand for jet fuel could also decline. Companies that supply jet fuel could see their
profits and stock prices fall. Companies in the hospitality industry might see their profits and stock prices fall if demand for their
products weakens (e.g., with fewer air travelers, hotels might have higher vacancy rates and restaurants might have fewer patrons).
Consequently, whether investors in diversified funds benefit or not from a rise in airline ticket prices depends on what stocks their
funds hold and how those stocks react to a fall in the demand for air travel.
To shed some light on this, we turned to the data.[11] We looked at whether stock prices of industries in the S&P 500 index (other
than airlines) rise or fall when airline passenger volume falls. In doing so, it’s important to first remove business cycle influences; for
example, passenger volumes, jet fuel prices, and oil prices might naturally all fall during a recession. Elsewhere, we describe how we
did this.[12] Here, we cut right to the chase.
The results indicate that a business strategy of pricing airline tickets less aggressively would be more likely to harm than to help
investors who hold a diversified portfolio of S&P 500 companies. We analyzed stock returns on 144 industry groups, and found that
companies in 65 industries, which account for 40 percent of the weight in the S&P 500 index, might see their stock prices rise with an
increase in airline ticket prices, as might be the case if airline customers substitute away from air travel toward other options (e.g.,
automobiles).
That leaves companies in the 79 other industries, which account for 60 percent of the weight in the S&P 500. After adjusting for

business cycle influences, we found that companies in these 79 industries tend to see their stock prices fall as the demand for air
travel falls. One example is the petroleum and coal products manufacturing industry, which includes companies that transform crude
petroleum into jet fuel. Another example is the aerospace product and parts manufacturing industry. Investors who hold stocks in
these industries might prefer to see airlines cut ticket prices.
Overall—taking into account the relative weights in the S&P 500 of companies that might see their stock prices rise (40 percent)
versus those that might see them drop (60 percent)—we estimated that a 4 percent increase in airfares would in aggregate reduce
the value of the non-airline stocks in the S&P 500 by -0.0494 percent.[13] This would more than offset the small (0.004 percent)
increase in the S&P 500 index from airline stocks rising in response to less-aggressive ticket pricing.
In short, investors who hold diversified portfolios, such as S&P 500 index funds, would more likely be harmed than helped by
hypothetical anticompetitive efforts of airlines to raise ticket prices.

Conclusions
Where does this leave us? Well, the common ownership hypothesis—the idea that Company A in an industry competesless with
Company B in the same industry to help Company B’s stockholders—seems hard to credit. One reason is that common ownership
fails to account for the effects that weaker competition in one industry may have on other industries, and on investors—such as those
in mutual funds and ETFs—who hold diversified portfolios of stocks. Contrary to what some researchers have implied, regulators
cannot simply assume that “common shareholders” would benefit if competing companies practice anticompetitive pricing.
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